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2022 PREVIEWED
THE CRITICAL FACTORS THAT WILL
DETERMINE THE YEAR AHEAD
Predictions for the 2022 Sydney Property Market are
many and varied. Getting consensus from experts,
commentators and analysts on how the year ahead
will unfold is impossible.
The best path forward is to listen to the contradictory
reasoning of the many opinions out there, assess the
likely factors that will shape the market and watch
events unfold.
To assist you in reading the play, we have outlined the
critical factors likely to determine 2022.
Inflation levels – when excessively high, inflation leads
straight to rising interest rates. The RBA believes they
have inflation in hand here in Australia and won’t need
to raise interest rates until 2024. The markets think the
RBA has it wrong.
Central banks around the world have already raised
interest rate and have clearly flagged further increases
in 2022. Ikea has recently announced a global 9% price
increase on their products to counter the effects and
side-effects of the virus and inflation.

So, while the RBA can claim to have things under
control here in Australia, Ikea’s move offers a snap shot
as to how inflation can be imported from abroad.
The shipping crisis, rising wages due to a lack of staff,
global inflation being imported and rising fuel costs are
some of the major influences on inflation. Watching the
inflation number will be the all important pre-cursor to
interest rate movements.
Interest rates – if inflation goes up, rates will follow.
Given the property market boomed by 30% in 2021 on
low interest rates, it is hugely vulnerable to rising rates
in 2022/23.
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ACCURATE PRICING
When and if the property boom ends, many sellers think
the key to a successful sale is to wait it out and the
boom will eventually return.
But if the market suffers any sort of a decline in price,
the worst thing a seller can do is ride the market down.
The key to a successful sale is accurate pricing.
Many suburbs in the Sydney market are still performing
very strongly and may continue to rise in 2022.
If you pragmatically assess the current market price
for your property and price at the market price, you
are likely to sell for more in less time than if you are
overpriced and waiting.

If you price aggressively above the market price,
the best buyers will shun your property.
The more buyers that enter the bidding, the more likely
you will see upward pressure on your selling price.

Buyers don’t disappear when a boom ends. They are
often waiting for better value to emerge before they
enter the bidding.

Pricing accurately is not to be confused with
underquoting. Underquoting is where the price guide is

Just as buyers should be wary about believing an
agent’s low price guide at the open inspection, vendors
coming to market should be very careful about selecting
an agent that promises an extraordinarily high selling
price.

knowingly set at below market in order to dupe hopeful

If you price aggressively above the current market price,
the best buyers are likely to shun your property.

in the buyers mind about the subject property.

If the market in your area is performing strongly,
accurate pricing ensures that you maximise the number
of bidders for your home.

buyers into bidding.
Whilst the tactic is unethical, it can also backfire on the
agent and the vendor if a low price guide becomes fixed

You don’t need to promote your property below market
price to attract sufficient buyer competition. Just price
accurately and the buyers will come.

HARRIS PARTNERS RECENT SALES
4/38 John Street, Leichhardt

$1,750,000

6 Albert Square, Paddington

$1,800,000

5 Loftus Street, Leichhardt

$3,100,000

503/119 Ross Street, Forest Lodge

$-Confidential

8/150 Wigram Road, Forest Lodge

$1,400,000

59/69 Allen Street, Leichhardt

$1,610,000

90 Hordern Street, Newtown

$1,500,000

6 Park Street, Rozelle

$1,760,000

39 Leichhardt Street, Leichhardt

$1,730,000

72 View Street, Annandale

$1,825,000

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Demographics – Will people ‘Return to office’ (RTO)
in 2022 and therefore the CBD or will Omicron keep
them away.
Where the masses are working from in 2022 will impact
on the markets they are leaving and moving to. In basic
terms, its regions v cities, houses v apartments, suburbs
v inner city and/or space/lifestyle v convenience.
The latest outbreak is already impacting demographic
and living arrangements. Goldman Sachs had planned
to mandate RTO for their staff in 2022. Due to Omicron,
this has now been put on the backburner. The NSW
Government is encouraging employers to allow staff to
work from home whilst Omicron spreads through the
community.
Mortgage rates – in recent years, retail banks have set
their mortgage rates largely independent of the RBA.
Late in 2021, retail banks raised Fixed Mortgage Rates
in response to global funding issues. The impact in the
property market was almost instant as auction clearance
rates fell from 80% to 90% down to 50% by year’s end.
Auction clearance rates – a high clearance rate feeds
confidence and sentiment. Whilst it could be argued, the
auction clearance rate is merely a sample of how one
particular sales process is performing at any given time,
the reality is it is the most widely used and accepted
market indicator.

Buyers short term confidence can rise or fall on the
trend in clearance rates. Never fall into the trap of
thinking the property market is rational and devoid of
impulse. Clearance rates matter.
APRA – the banking regulator stepped in to cool the
market in 2021 for the first time since 2017. They have
promised to do so again in 2022 if markets continue to
overheat. In simple terms, APRA won’t allow the market
to repeat last year’s boom.
Rental yields – if and when the International borders
reopen, it is hoped students will return to Australia,
enmasse. This remains to be seen, particularly with the
Omicron variant surging across the world. If students do
come though, rents are likely to jump, which will then
entice investors chasing yield.
Whilst capital growth has been prevalent during COVID,
rental returns took a battering. Many investors will be
tempted by a steadily increasing rental return in a low
yield world, where getting a low risk return on cash is
very challenging.
FOMO – Fear of Missing Out usually dominates buyer’s
mindset in rising markets. If there is upward pressure on
property prices and the RBA keeps rates on hold, FOMO
could quickly return to the market. Irrational enthusiasm
can take prices higher despite fundamentals suggesting
otherwise.
Geopolitical – the issues keep piling up on this front.
Russia sitting 175,000 troops on the Ukraine border,
China’s desire to reclaim Taiwan, the suppression of
Hong Kong, the US$300 Billion debt hanging over
Chinese property developer Evergrande that is set to
implode, the subsequent drop in Iron Ore price from
$220 a tonne to below $120, or the Australian Federal
Election are all significant issues to keep an eye on.
Sorry, one more thing, we are still battling a global
pandemic.
Given the multiple forces working within the market,
it is understandable to see why consensus in 2022 is
hard to find.
Louis Christopher recently joined us to discuss the 2022
property market and outline his forecast for the year.

4/38 John Street, Leichhardt sold with
Harris Partners for $1,750,000.

You can watch that interview on our website at
www.harrispartners.com.au

BOUNCING OFF THE CEILING
when a market peaks…
One of the challenges a vendor is likely to face in 2022
is that the market peaked in 2021. Acceptance of this
point will make selling easier. Denial of the fact the
market peaked in 2021 and is bouncing off all time highs
in 2022 can cause a vendor to unintentionally make a
costly mistake.
There will still be strong sales and record prices
achieved in 2022. But there won’t be boom time results

The most painful offer to accept is not the offer slightly
below your optimistic dream price. The hardest offer to
accept is the one that is less than what you previously
rejected.
To assist you in making the right decision under
pressure, let’s examine some of the attributes of the
best offers:
•

The offer comes early in the campaign, the
best buyers are closely watching the market
and are ready to pounce on new listings

•

The buyer is emotional about the property and
is prepared to sign a contract with a full deposit
and pay a premium price to the broader market

•

The buyer does not want to wait for the auction – this is
why more than 50% of successful auction campaigns
actually sold before auction in the 2021 boom

•

The buyer is prepared to be accommodative in
the terms of the contract

•

The buyer wants a quick answer from the vendor
– they want to secure the property or move onto
something else

•

The agent is not and cannot be certain they will
get a higher offer from another buyer

•

The buyer who makes the offer actually makes an
offer, whilst other parties claiming to be interested,
are less decisive.

across the board like there was in 2021. Anyone selling
in 2022 needs to be careful as to how they treat/respond
to genuine fully priced offers.
When a market is booming, a vendor can decline a good
offer knowing another one, quite possibly a higher price
will emerge in the near future. In a market that is fully
priced if not overpriced, with banks raising mortgage
rates, it’s reasonable to expect the market has hit its
ceiling price or will do so in early 2022.

Enjoying a strong rapport and trust in the selling agent’s
skill set will ensure the right decision is made at the
negotiation table.

The most painful offer to accept is not one below
your dream price, but below a price
you previously rejected.

No one knows what the market will do in 2022, but it
will almost certainly require a more prudent strategy
to close a sale at the best market price than what was
required in 2021.
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